One of the current challenges in the development of swarm robots is making them realize obstacle avoidance while keeping formation. This paper proposes a new obstacle avoidance method for multiple robots based on the aggregation and disaggregation approach. First, the formation-based multi-resolution models of swarm robots are presented and the formation attribute-based consistency mapping functions are designed. Then, obstacle avoidance behavior based on aggregation and disaggregation method is presented and the basic obstacle avoidance behaviors are designed. Finally, the simulation results are presented to show the feasibility of the proposed method.
Introduction
Many studies have been conducted for multiple mobile robot systems since multiple robots can improve both working capability and performance. 1 The task of obstacle avoidance is to guide the mobile robots toward the goal without collision with obstacles and other robots. Design of a fast and efficient method of obstacle avoidance is one of the important problems for multiple mobile robots.
In recent years, with the wide application of the multirobot system, formation control and obstacle avoidance problems have attracted the interest of many researchers. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The formation control problem has been regarded as an important problem in the multi-robot system in order to accomplish cooperative tasks. The proposed formation control approaches have included the behavior-based approach, virtual structure approach, and leader-follower approach. 7 Each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages. In the leader-follower approach, one robot is considered as a leader, and the other robots are followers. This approach cannot guarantee formation keeping because there is no feedback. In the virtual approach, all the robots have a rigid geometric relationship based on a virtual point or virtual leader to provide polygon formations. This approach can maintain the rigid formation during the swarming; however, it cannot reconfigure the formation. In the behavioral approach, while seeking a target, collision or obstacle avoidance are important issues, and the desired behaviors are prescribed for each robot accordingly. 6 For any multi-robot formation control strategy, avoiding collisions with obstacles and with other members of the formation is critical. 8 Obstacle avoidance is different from static path planning with its aim of avoiding unexpected obstacles along the robot's trajectory. 9 Several methods have been proposed for obstacle avoidance starting from the 1980s till now. The earliest versions of these obstacle avoidance methods are bug algorithms. 10 These algorithms follow the easiest common sense approach of moving directly toward the goal, until an obstacle is found, in which case the obstacle is contoured until moving toward the goal is possible again. The trajectories of bug algorithms are sometimes very long and the robot is prone to move too close to obstacles. 9 There are many fuzzy logic techniques using various implementations or in combination with other techniques. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Mobile robot obstacle avoidance based on neural network approaches has been presented by many researchers. [16] [17] [18] Many authors have considered a controller with complete information of the environment. 3, 4 Due to the complexity and uncertainty of the obstacle avoidance problem, classical obstacle avoidance methods, such as visibility graphs, 19 Voronoi diagrams, 20 cell decomposition, 21 and artificial potential fields, 22, 23 were introduced. The use of the above algorithms for obstacle avoidance for mobile robot requires more time; they are complex and will not be completely feasible for real-time movement. In more practical applications, obstacle avoidance must be taken into consideration if an obstacle is detected right on the trajectory of an unmanned aerial vehicle. 24 Many algorithms for the robot obstacle avoidance problem have been proposed, 9, 15, 25, 26 but in order to complete a more complex task, with the increasing demand of the multi-robot system, the obstacle avoidance of multi-robot system becomes more and more important. In addition, it is found that realizing the obstacle avoidance of each robot in a multi-robot system is not enough. Further, it requests multiple robots to have the ability to avoid obstacles while keeping formation. If a multi-robot system is in an unknown environment, it becomes more difficult to realize obstacle avoidance while keeping formation. 27 Multi-resolution modeling theory has been effectively applied in many fields as a key technology in massive complex system simulation modeling. There are several traditional and widely used modeling methods, such as the selected viewpoint method, integrated hierarchical variable resolution (IHVR) modeling, the multi-resolution entity (MRE) method, the aggregation and disaggregation (A/D) method, etc. As the name of the A/D method suggests, it is used for multi-resolution modeling by running the model from lower resolution model to increase simulation efficiency. When the simulation or user needs more details, the model will be disaggregated into higher resolution models. When it is no longer needs details, the aggregation will start to lead the simulation back to lower resolution again. 28 The leader-follower approach, the behavior-based approach, and the virtual structure approach have been researched for many years in formation control. Some new algorithms for formation control were proposed during these years, such as graph theory-based path planning, model predictive control, intelligent control, neutral networks, etc. 29, 30 Each of the formation control approaches has its advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, the best solution is to combine the different approaches together to use both advantages. Most of the existing formation control approaches can support formation transformation, but this transformation is a static transformation, which transforms a robot team formation to another fixed formation. The formation transformation in obstacle avoidance belongs to the dynamic transformation category because the obstacle is uncertain and the robot team needs to realize the formation transformation according to the environment constraints. Invesigations on formation optimization and transformation in a dynamic environment are limited. Therefore, the advantage of the approach presented in this paper is that the leader-follower approach and the behavior-based approach are combined to realize obstacle avoidance in a dynamic environment. In addition, dynamic obstacle avoidance while keeping formation is realized in this paper.
Inspired by the existing studies mentioned above, a new obstacle avoidance method for multiple robots is proposed. This paper presents the obstacle avoidance problem of swarm robots based on the A/D method. The formation of the swarm robots is established in a multi-resolution model; the obstacle avoidance is realized through the switch among the different resolution formation, with the combination of the leader-follower approach and the behavior-based approach. The multiple robots move in formation together (lower resolution), which can be seen as the aggregation level; when they detect the obstacle, the formation of multi-robot is divided into some subformations (higher resolution) to avoid the obstacle. After the obstacle avoidance, the sub-formations aggregate into the initial formation. During the process of obstacle avoidance, the formation of swarm robots is divided into some sub-formations to avoid the obstacle. The formation control in the sub-formations can be realized based on the leader-follower approach. The obstacle avoidance behavior in different sub-formations can be realized based on the behavior-based approach. The novelty of this paper is to provide a modeling and simulation method for the obstacle avoidance behavior of swarm robots, which could realize obstacle avoidance simulation of swarm robots while keeping formation based on the A/D method. The advantage of the presented method in this paper is that the leader-follower approach and the behavior-based approach are combined to realize the obstacle avoidance in a dynamic environment.
The remaining parts of this article are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the formation-based multi-resolution models of swarm robots and gives the formation attribute-based consistency mapping functions. In Section 3, obstacle avoidance behavior based on the A/D method is presented, including the outline calculation of the aggregated robot formation, the formation control method in different resolution, and the obstacle avoidance strategy selection, etc. The basic obstacle avoidance behaviors are designed. Section 4 shows the simulation experiments and some simulation results. Finally, the paper is concluded and prospected in Section 5.
Formation-based multi-resolution models of swarm robots 2.1. Formation description
For the description of each robot's position among the swarm robots, the formation's geometric structure is introduced. A selected benchmark entity is driven along the formation direction; other entities follow it by computing their aim locations and constantly updating their velocities and orientations to approximate the aim locations.
The mathematical description of swarm robot formations is the basis of the formation control process. There are seven common formations, which are shown in Figure 1 . 31 As shown in Figure 2 , the mathematical description of the position relations between the leader and the follower is as follows: the local coordinate system is established by taking entity 0 as the original point and taking the formation vector as the y-axis positive direction. d is the distance from entity i to entity 0, a is the angle between the line which connected entity i to entity 0 and x-axis, then the coordinates of tank i is P i (d 3 cos (a), d 3 sin (a)). If the position of entity 0 in global coordinate system is P 0 (x, y), the heading origination is b, and a follower entity is designed to move from position P 1 to position P 0 1 , then the position coordinates of this entity in new formation are as follows 31 :
During the movement of the swarm robots, the following robot's new location is determined by the benchmark's common formation and the follower's relative position in the new formation.
The following behavior and the relative distance of formation control is calculated as follows. 31 P(x, y), Q(x, y) are the positions of leader and follower entity. (dx, dy) is the offset vector of Q from P. In order to maintain the y component of offset vector, P 0 (x + dx, y) is added and entity Q would follow the trajectory of P 0 . Then P 0 (x + dx, y) can be calculated as follows:
where b is the angle between the formation vector and yaxis of global coordinate systems.
When follower Q has covered distance dy, the elapsed time is as follows:
where Q:v is the entity's velocity. When the leader P is moving, to record the trajectory of P 0 , the position of P 0 at that time is the aim location of entity Q.
Aggregation and disaggregation method
In the A/D method, a simulation entity was built using a multi-resolution model which can dynamically change its level of resolution in a simulation process. 32 The multiresolution model of swarm robots based on the A/D method is shown in Figure 3 , taking three layers for example. The layer 1 is the lowest resolution, with the least details. The layer 3 is the highest resolution, with the most details. The multi-resolution model is realized in the parallel storage method; each layer's detailed information can be stored up in each resolution structure. The detailed information of each resolution layer includes the formation ID, the relative position, and the relative velocity. Most of the time, the swarm robots run in the resolution of the layer 1 (in a formation); when more detailed information is needed, according to the demand (such as obstacle avoidance), the model can extract information from the information storage structure and disaggregate to the layer 2 (in a sub-formation) or layer 3 (in a robot) for the more details.
According to the information storage structure, the attribute dependency graph is designed to describe the relationship among the formation model of three different resolution layers, as shown in Figure 4 .
The fine line arrows indicate the aggregation, the thick line arrows shows the disaggregation, and the dotted arrows describe the attributes dependencies. The layer 1 is the lowest resolution; the layer 3 is the highest resolution. The relative position and the relative velocity are the information of each robot relative to the sub-formation. The sub-formation configuration, the sub-formation position, and the sub-formation velocity are the information of each sub-formation relative to the formation. In the attribute dependency graph, the most important attribute is the formation configuration. In layer 1, the formation configuration represents the relationship among the leaders of each sub-formation. In layer 2, the sub-formation configuration represents the relationship among the robots in each subconfiguration. The formation configuration is recorded as formation ID, which reflects the ID number of seven common formations of swarm robots in database. The robot's position is decided by its sub-formation configuration and its leader's position. In the standard formation, the relative velocity between the following robot and the leading robot is 0, but in the running process, the relative velocity is not 0; it depends on the formation configuration.
Formation attribute-based consistency mapping function design
For a complex multi-layer composite formation, the different layer's formation corresponds with the different layer of the multi-resolution model. The aggregation of the highest resolution model is the map relationship from the robot to the sub-formation. The aggregation to the lowest resolution model is map relationship from the sub-formation to the formation. Suppose the multi-resolution model has l layers and the entity number in each layer is n l , the lower resolution the layer, the smaller the number, the number of the lowest layer is 1. The entity j in the layer i is E ij (1 4 i 4 l, 1 4 j 4 n l ), if the information in the layer c(c 6 ¼ i) can be obtained, if c . i, the calculation of the attribute value of the entity E ij needs the aggregation; if c \ i, the calculation of the attribute value of the entity E ij needs the disaggregation. Based on the attribute dependency graph of multi-resolution model, the consistency mapping functions of the position and the velocity are designed.
Aggregation and disaggregation of the position.
For the position aggregation, the leader's position should be the aggregation position in the lower resolution layer. If the ID number of the leader is 1, then the position mapping function is as follows:
During the aggregation, the position of the entity j in the layer i, E ij (2 4 i 4 l, 1 4 j 4 n l ), related to the leader is sp ij ; according to the formation ID or the sub-formation ID and the common formations of swarm robots in database, the position of the entity E ij related to the leader is calculated as dp ij , the error between sp ij and dp ij should be in a range. If the error threshold of the layer i is lp i , if jsp ij À dp ij j\ lp i , the error between sp ij and dp ij is allowed, the stored position of E ij is dp ij , else the stored position of E ij is sp ij .
For the disaggregation of the position, the position mapping function is as follows:
where k is the number of the layer m which includes the disaggregated E ij . From layer c to layer i À 1, k is the number of the leader. In layer i, k = j, sp mj is the position related to E ij . For the parallel storage structure, the position mapping function is the same. When the position changes, the related position in the storage structure will be changed.
Aggregation and disaggregation of the velocity.
For the velocity aggregation, the leader's velocity should be the aggregation velocity in the lower resolution layer. If the ID number of the leader is 1, then the velocity mapping function is as follows:
During the aggregation, the velocity of the entity j in the layer i, E ij (2 4 i 4 l, 1 4 j 4 n l ), related to the leader is sv ij . If the formation configuration or the sub-formation configuration is the common formation, the following entity's velocity related to the leading entity is 0. If the error threshold of the layer i is lv i , if jsv ij j\ lv i , the error is allowed, the stored velocity of E ij is 0, else the stored velocity of E ij is sv ij . The velocity mapping function is:
where k is the number of the layer m which includes the disaggregated E ij . From layer c to layer i À 1, k is the number of the leader. In layer i, k = j, sv mj is the related velocity to E ij . The change of following entity's velocity related to the leading entity may not be fixed. The change relationship is determined by the military experts. Therefore, the velocity mapping function is as follows:
Obstacle avoidance behavior based on the A/D method
In order to use the advantages of the aggregated robots in a multi-resolution model, the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the A/D method can be realized via a switch to different resolution. The multiple robots move in formation together, which can be seen as in aggregation level; when they detect the obstacle, the formation of multi-robots is divided into some sub-formations to avoid the obstacle. For aggregated robots, due to application of the multi-resolution modeling system, obstacle avoidance technology mainly includes the outline calculation of the aggregated robot formation, the formation control method in different resolution, the obstacle avoidance strategy selection, etc. For the robots in the highest resolution levels, obstacle avoidance behavior is mainly divided into two parts: obstacle detection and the obstacle avoidance method.
Outline calculation of aggregated robot formation
In the process of the obstacle avoidance behavior, the outline of the aggregated robot formation needs to be adjusted. Generally, if the outline is a circle, the obstacle avoidance between the aggregated robot and the obstacle can be realized between the circle outline and the obstacle. The outline of the aggregated robot can be calculated according to the size of the formation or the sub-formation, which is called the safe circle to realize the obstacle avoidance. 33 The calculation of the safe circle is the minimum radius of circle which makes all the robots in the circle. The minimum radius should be the circumscribed circle of all the robots. But this method is complicated for calculating a dynamic formation. So the average position of all the robots is the center of the safe circle in this paper. The radius is the distance between the center and the farthest robot. The outline calculation of the aggregated robot formation can be seen in Figure 5 , in which O is the center of the safe circle.
Basic obstacle avoidance behavior
The obstacle avoidance behavior of a single robot can be realized through functions which could change the robot's velocity when it comes close to the obstacle. The process of obstacle avoidance includes movement toward the goal, avoiding the obstacle, and movement around the obstacle. 34 In the process of moving toward the goal, the distance between the robot and the goal is D g , the maximum distance of slowing down when the robot comes close to the obstacle is R g , the direction of the robot's velocity when it comes close to the obstacle is from the robot to the center of the obstacle. If the velocity of moving toward the goal is v g , then 34 :
which is related to the size of the robot and obstacle, is as follows:
where A, B are adjusted according to the robot's velocity when it comes close to the obstacle. For a single robot in the highest resolution, R f is the size of the single robot; for the aggregated robot, R f is the radius of the safe circle. R o is the size of the obstacle.
In the process of avoiding the obstacle, the distance between the robot and the obstacle is D o , the safe distance of starting the obstacle avoidance is S o , the minimum radius of avoiding area is R o , and the direction of the robot's velocity is from the obstacle to the robot. If the velocity of avoiding the obstacle is v o , then 34 :
The process of avoiding the obstacle can make the robot slow down. However, this process only realizes that the robot cannot reach the obstacle. If the robot wants to go back to the right direction and continues to move toward the goal, it needs to move around the obstacle.
In the process of moving around the obstacle, the safe distance S o is the same as with the process of avoiding the obstacle and the minimum radius of the avoiding area or the radius of the obstacle is R s . The direction of the robot's velocity in the process of moving around the obstacle is perpendicular to the direction of the robot's velocity in the process of avoiding the obstacle. If the velocity of moving around the obstacle is v s , then 34 :
The velocity in the process of obstacle avoidance can be calculated from the velocity of moving toward the goal, the velocity of avoiding the obstacle, and the velocity of moving around the obstacle. The parameters a g , a o , and a s are designed to adjust the velocity in the process of obstacle avoidance. If the velocity of the obstacle avoidance is v, then:
Design of formation control method
The formation control method of a multi-robot system mainly includes the leader-follower approach and the behavior-based approach. In this approach, since only the followers track the leader and there is no feedback from the followers to the leader, if a follower fails to follow properly, no mechanism can guarantee formation keeping. The leader-follower approach is easy to implement and can keep the formation configuration. But this method lacks the flexibility for obstacle avoidance. The behaviorbased approach can realize the rapid reaction to the complex environment. But this approach is not proper for the formation control because the designed behaviors are prescribed for each robot accordingly, which cannot reflect the multi-robot's organization.
In this paper, the obstacle avoidance is realized through the switch among the different resolution formation, with the combination of the leader-follower approach and the behavior-based approach. The leader-follower approach is used in the formation control of the disaggregated robots; the behavior-based approach is used in the obstacle avoidance of the aggregated robots. For example, if the swarm robots run in the formation, the designed basic obstacle avoidance behaviors are prescribed for the whole formation, as shown in Figure 6 . The leading robot controls the formation of the aggregated robots; the following robots keep some distance from the leading robot based on the leader-follower approach. However, when the aggregated robot is moving around the obstacle, the designed basic obstacle avoidance behaviors are prescribed for the aggregated robot.
Obstacle avoidance strategy
In the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the A/D method, the obstacle avoidance strategy can be realized in the switch of different resolution. During the running process, the aggregated robot takes the lowest resolution state initially, with the obstacle being perceived dynamically. If there is an obstacle, based on the basic obstacle avoidance behaviors, the distance between the robot and the obstacle can be calculated; the velocity of obstacle avoidance can be calculated based on the distance between the aggregated robot and the obstacle. According to the obstacle avoidance velocity of the aggregated robot, it can be disaggregated into some sub-formations, in which case it cannot avoid the obstacle in one formation. Each sub-formation is a new aggregated robot and the designed basic obstacle avoidance behaviors are prescribed for the sub-formations. Then the new distance between the robot and the obstacle can be calculated; the new velocity of obstacle avoidance can be calculated based on the distance between the subformations and the obstacle. According to the new obstacle avoidance velocity of the sub-formations, if it can move around the obstacle, the resolution level will not change. The following robot's velocity is decided by the leading robot in each sub-formation.
The obstacle avoidance of the sub-formations is shown in Figure 7 . During the process of the obstacle avoidance, the sub-formations keep in the aggregated formation. For example, Figure 7 shows the wedged formation; in the process of the obstacle avoidance, the temporary leading robot in sub-formation 2 only gives position reference, not the leader.
The resolution of the sub-formation is higher than the initial aggregated robot, but is lower than for the single robot. The sub-formation can realize the obstacle avoidance with the designed basic obstacle avoidance behaviors of the single robot. For example, in Figure 8 , if the obstacle shape is round, in the process of the obstacle avoidance, first the positions of all the robots are calculated. Then the vector V leaderÀobstacle (from the leading robot to the obstacle) is calculated, and a straight line is plotted between the leading robot and the obstacle. The straight line divides the formation into two parts; the distance between each robot in the two parts and the line is calculated, where A 1 and A 2 are the nearest robots in each part. The far one between A 1 and A 2 is the leading robot of the temporary sub-formation. Then the swarm robots are divided into two sub-formations, which can move around the obstacle from the two sides of the obstacle.
In the two sub-formations, the two leading robots in each sub-formation are on the two sides of the straight line. In Figure 8 , the initial leader, robot 0, is on the straight line, which is the leading robot of the sub-formation 1. The new leading robot of the sub-formation 2 is below the straight line. According to the position of each robot, the same side to straight line with the leading robot is in the same sub-formation. In Figure 8 , robot 1 and robot 3 belong to sub-formation 1, with leading robot 0; robot 4 belongs to the sub-formation 2, with leading robot 2. The two sub-formations move around the obstacle from the two sides of the obstacle. After the obstacle avoidance, the subformations need to be aggregated into the aggregated robot, keep the same resolution as the initial state.
In the global x À y coordinate, the local u À v coordinate is established; the original position in the u À v coordinate is the leader P 0 . P 1 is the position of the first follower. P 0 1 is its target position. P 0 1 (x, y) is the target position in the global coordinate. P 0 1 (u, v) is the target position in the local coordinate. Supposing the v-axis is the leader moving direction, the formation transformation is as described in Figure 9 .
As has been mentioned in Section 2.1, the P 0 1 (x, y) can be described as follows: The displacement vector of the first follower is as follows:
DP:x = P 0 1 :x À P 1 :x DP:y = P 0 1 :y À P 1 :y
The displacement distance of the first follower is as follows:
The relative velocity of the first follower in the local coordinates is as follows:
where T is the running time.
The direction angle of the first follower is as follows: The advantage of the obstacle avoidance strategy is that the obstacle avoidance method of the aggregated robot is more flexible; the disaggregation into the sub-formation increases fewer entities; the robots can keep the formation control after the obstacle avoidance.
Flowchart of the obstacle avoidance
Suppose at the end of the formation for the obstacle avoidance, the formation does not get to the destination. In the process of the obstacle avoidance, the flowchart is shown in Figure 10 . The obstacle avoidance process includes the obstacle detection, the obstacle avoidance strategy selection, and the end of obstacle avoidance adjustment. 
Simulation experiments and analysis
There are three layers during the obstacle avoidance process.
The aggregation of the position is as follows:
where (x, y) is the position in the lower layer and (x i , y i ) is the position in the higher layer. u 1 , u 2 , :::, u n are the weights of the entities E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , :::, E n in the higher layer.
The disaggregation of the position is as follows: where p 0 1 , p 0 2 , :::, p 0 n are the relative position offsets of the E 1 , E 2 , :::, E n in the formation.
The aggregation of the velocity is similar to the position aggregation: 
where v is the velocity in the lower layer, v i is the velocity in the higher layer, and a i velocity direction in the higher layer.
The disaggregation of the velocity is as follows:
Each entity of the higher layer has the same velocity as the velocity of the lower layer in the formation.
To show the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper, this method is compared with the leaderfollower approach. The simulation results show the flexibility of the proposed method.
Seven robots and two common formations (line formation and wedged formation) are experimented to show the process of the obstacle avoidance. Figure 11 (a) shows the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the leader-follower approach in line formation. The radius of moving around the obstacle is the radius of the safe circle and the flexibility is limited. In Figure 11(b) , the line formation disaggregates into two sub-formations and the length of the obstacle avoidance path is obviously shorter. The swarm robots can keep the line formation after the obstacle avoidance. Starting from the same position, Figure 11 (c) presents the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the leaderfollower approach in wedged formation. Because the distance to the obstacle is too close, the radius of the safe circle cannot be set and the obstacle avoidance behavior is failed. In Figure 11(d) , based on the A/D method, the wedged formation disaggregates into two sub-formations, and the two sub-formations move around the obstacle from the two sides of the obstacle. The two experiments show that comparing with the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the leader-follower approach, the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the A/D method is much more flexible and the length of the obstacle avoidance path is shorter. In the wedged formation, the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the A/D method is much more successful. Figure 11 (e) shows the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the leader-follower approach in V formation. Figure 11 (f) presents the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the aggregation and disaggregation approach in V formation. Figure 11(g) gives the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the leader-follower approach in right echelon formation. Figure 11(h) shows the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the aggregation and disaggregation approach in right echelon formation.
For seven common formations of swarm robots, we set the same obstacle's size and position, the same initial position and terminal position of the swarm robots, and the same parameters of the designed basic obstacle avoidance behaviors. The length of the obstacle avoidance path is calculated to show the flexibility of obstacle avoidance method. Table 1 presents the length of the leader's obstacle avoidance path. The length of the obstacle avoidance based on the leader-follower approach is longer, and the obstacle avoidance behavior failed in the wedged formation, while the obstacle avoidance behavior based on the A/D method is successful. Thus obstacle avoidance based on the A/D method optimizes the process of obstacle avoidance.
To further validate the applicability of the proposed method, some more complicated simulation examples are shown in Figures 12 and 13 . Two obstacles are set randomly. Figure 12 (a) presents the obstacle avoidance for two close obstacles based on aggregation and disaggregation approach in V formation. The length path is 720.85. Figure 12 (b) shows the obstacle avoidance for two close obstacles based on leader-follower approach in V formation. The length path is 1181.45. Figure 13 presents the obstacle avoidance for two separate obstacles based on aggregation and disaggregation approach in line formation. The length path is 734.03.
Conclusions and perspectives
In this paper, the obstacle avoidance behavior of swarm robots based on the aggregation and disaggregation (A/D) method has been proposed. This method can realize obstacle avoidance while keeping formation. The formation of the swarm robots has been established in multi-resolution and the obstacle avoidance has been realized through the switch in different resolution formation. The formation of swarm robot has been divided into some sub-formations to avoid the obstacle. The leader-follower approach has been used in the formation control for the inner of the aggregated robot; the behavior-based approach has been used in the obstacle avoidance of the different aggregated robots. The disaggregation into sub-formations to realize the obstacle avoidance increases fewer entities. Compared with the leader-follower approach, the advantages of this obstacle avoidance method for swarm robots are that it is more flexible and the length of the obstacle avoidance path is shorter. This method can improve the flexibility of the obstacle avoidance behavior of swarm robots. The sub-formation can solve the problem of the low simulation efficiency, which is caused by the excessive number of entities in the total disaggregation during the behavior process.
In future works, formation-based multi-resolution models of swarm robots will be improved to adapt much more complex situations. Besides the seven common formations of swarm robots, the formation ID will be expanded to the combined complex formation. Much more complex obstacle avoidance maneuvers will be realized based on the A/D method. Thus, it will be better to consider multiple obstacles, special-shaped obstacles, and a dynamic obstacle. According to the different obstacles, different disaggregated calculations and members should be considered.
